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Transforming ATTR cardiac amyloidosis
into a chronic disease: The enormous potential
of quantitative SPECT to improve diagnosis,
prognosis, and monitoring of disease
progression
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A handful of slides…. that was the extent of my

medical school education on cardiac amyloidosis. An

accumulation of misfolded precursor proteins deposited

in extracellular tissue, amyloid comprised a group of

systemic illnesses with myriad presentations.1 In the

past, diagnosis of cardiac amyloidosis required a biopsy,

or often multiple biopsies, and was usually recognized

late in the course of illness. Once diagnosed, the disease

itself proved difficult to manage, with significant mor-

bidity and mortality. Worse still, there were no disease

modifying therapies, with only supportive care to offer.2

Fast-forward a decade plus, and the tables are turning.

Disease modifying agents target the very biochemistry

of the pathogenic proteins.3,4 Our newfound ability to

alter the course of this highly morbid disease and change

a patient’s course of illness provided a moral imperative

to improve the rate of diagnosis, strive for earlier

recognition of disease, and identify mechanisms to sur-

veil treatment progress. To fill this void, radionuclide

imaging has stepped in, revolutionizing accurate non-

invasive approaches for a patient population in need. As

obtaining a diagnosis became less invasive, and treat-

ments offered genuine promise, it became increasingly

apparent that amyloidosis may not be as rare as once

thought.5 Some recent studies have estimated that

upwards of 10% of patients with heart failure with

preserved ejection fraction may have a form of

amyloidosis.6

Clinical clues that may lead to a diagnostic workup

for ATTR include increasing age, a history of early

onset carpal tunnel syndrome in a patient without an

occupational risk factor, early onset of spinal stenosis

due to thickening of the ligamentum flavum, history of

distal bicep tendon rupture, premature hip or knee

arthroplasty, heart failure with preserved ejection frac-

tion in a patient without any history of hypertension,

low-flow low-gradient severe aortic stenosis, or a late-

in-life diagnosis of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.1,7-9 If

clinical features are present that suggest amyloidosis as

a possibility, electrocardiography and imaging with

echocardiography, and when needed, cardiac magnetic

resonance imaging (CMR) are useful imaging tools to
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increase suspicion or rule-in alternative diagnoses. Yet,

while they can suggest the disease, none of these

modalities can confirm a diagnosis of ATTR cardiac

amyloidosis.

Historically, after a suggestive clinical presentation

or suspicious findings on echocardiography, or CMR,

the next step in the workup for amyloidosis would have

been biopsy with Cong Red staining. A noninvasive

method of disease confirmation, however, is now

available. Radionuclide imaging with 99m-Tc-labeled

bisphosphonate or pyrophosphate (PYP) compounds has

remarkably high sensitivity for ATTR cardiac amyloi-

dosis. Current tracers available include 99mTc-PYP,
99mTc-DPD, and 99mTc-HMDP.5 The predominant tracer

used in the U.S. is 99mTc-PYP. Absent of pathology,

these bone tracers should not demonstrate myocardial

uptake. In the presence of amyloid fibrils and associated

microcalcifications, myocardial uptake will occur. The

latest ASNC-led multi-societal expert consensus rec-

ommendations for multimodality imaging in cardiac

amyloidosis (see Fig. 1), state that radionuclide imaging

is now strongly preferred as the next step after a sug-

gestive echocardiogram or CMR study.10,11

ATTR cardiac amyloidosis, for unknown reasons,

has a greater propensity to cause microcalcifications

than does AL.5 Due to the lower levels of microcalci-

fications with AL, 99mTc-PYP/DPD/HMDP radionuclide

imaging has only moderate sensitivity to detect AL

disease. Therefore, in the setting of a mild or moderately

positive 99mTc-PYP/DPD/HMDP study, one cannot

clearly distinguish AL from ATTR cardiac amyloidosis.

For this reason, a positive 99mTc-PYP/DPD/HMDP

radionuclide test requires further workup. All patients

undergoing testing for ATTR cardiac amyloidosis must

also have AL amyloidosis ruled-out. This can be per-

formed by assessing for presence of a monoclonal

protein by quantitating serum free light chains and

performing serum and urine electrophoresis with

immunofixation.12 This two-step approach of 99mTc-

PYP/DPD/HMDP radionuclide imaging and laboratory

evaluation for AL amyloidosis, summarized in the

ASNC-led consensus (Fig. 1), has significantly reduced

the need for invasive endomyocardial biopsy.10

The endorsed method of interpretation of 99mTc-

PYP/DPD/HMDP bone scintigraphy studies in the latest

expert consensus recommendations begins with confir-

mation of diffuse radiotracer uptake in the myocardium

on single-photon emission computed tomography

(SPECT) and planar images. If uptake is present, semi-

quantitative visual grading is performed in which

Fig. 1. Diagnostic algorithm for cardiac amyloidosis.
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myocardial uptake is compared to the surrounding ribs.

A score of 0 refers to no tracer uptake, whereas a score

of 3 refers to uptake greater in the myocardium than the

surrounding ribs. Grade 2 or 3 uptake confirms ATTR

cardiac amyloidosis (with negative AL lab testing) and

grade 0 excludes the diagnosis. Grade 1 uptake is bor-

derline and can be present in other forms of amyloidosis,

may be present in early disease, or may even be normal.

Compared to 2-dimensional planar scintigraphy,

SPECT allows for improved localization of radiotracer

uptake. Gamma cameras acquire planar images from

multiple angles and reconstruct three dimensions. By

integrating computed tomography, SPECT also allows

for attenuation correction, further improving diagnostic

accuracy. Particularly in states of low cardiac output,

distinguishing residual radiotracer in the blood pool

from uptake in the myocardium can prove challenging.

By providing a three-dimensional image, SPECT

decreases the likelihood of falsely classifying residual

blood pool activity as myocardial uptake, decreasing

false positive tests and further improving positive pre-

dictive value. In direct comparisons of planar and

SPECT imaging for amyloidosis, SPECT not only

decreases rates of equivocal quantitation, it results in

reclassification of 16% of planar scans.13 There is

already considerable utilization of SPECT imaging for

ischemia. By increasing the reliability of imaging

interpretation in an already familiar imaging modality,

SPECT presumably would increase the ability of lower

volume nuclear laboratories to reliably and accurately

diagnose ATTR.14

As with most subjective scales, the interobserver

reliability proves most challenging in differentiating

intermediate scores. Qualitative scores may demonstrate

improved inter-observer variability in differentiating a

visual grade of 1 from a visual grade of 2. For this

reason, semi-quantitative measurements are recom-

mended to improve diagnostic accuracy.10 A heart to

contralateral lung (H:CL) ratio calculates the mean

counts in a region of interest (ROI) around the heart

relative to a ROI in the contralateral lung. If performed

and interpreted correctly, the semi-quantitative H:CL

ratio of C 1.5 accurately identifies ATTR cardiac amy-

loidosis.12 While semi-quantitative scoring has largely

proven reproducible from center to center with stan-

dardization of scan acquisition timing at 1 and 3 hour

intervals, it is not without challenges.10 The most com-

mon pitfall is calculating a heart ROI in the setting of

intense blood pool uptake rather than myocardial uptake.

A hyperintense blood pool can falsely elevate a H:CL

ratio. Conversely, it is possible to incorrectly creating an

area of interest for comparison to the heart. If an ROI is

constructed in the contralateral lung that includes a rib

fracture, other area of avid bone uptake, or the right

ventricle, the corresponding H:CL ratio would be arti-

ficially low, resulting in a false negative.15 Heart to

whole body (H:WB) radios appears to have superior

performance by receiver-operating curve analysis rela-

tive to H:CL ratios, with lower rates of false negative

tests,16 but are less frequently employed.

Reproducible diagnostic accuracy with qualitative

and semi-quantitative diagnosis of ATTR cardiac amy-

loidosis is an enormous step forward in the field.

However, precise quantitation of amyloid burden is still

an area of great unmet need. Semi-quantitative scoring

severity does not clearly correlate with patient symp-

toms, risk stratification, or disease progression.5,15 Semi-

quantitative methods do not assess for extracardiac

uptake, which may change myocardial ratios and alter

diagnostic accuracy.17 Moreover, repeated radionuclide

imaging with semi-quantitative assessment to monitor a

patient’s response to therapy has not been successful in

an early study and is not common practice.15 In theory,

fully quantitative methods should help to monitor dis-

ease progression and guide therapeutic decision making.

A quantitative method could also allow study linking the

extent of myocardial involvement and clinical course,

supporting better prognostication and earlier diagnosis.

Assessment of cardiac amyloidosis with positron

emission tomography (PET) has thus far shown the most

promise in quantitative assessment, and there has been a

high level of interest and academic investment in the

utilization this imaging modality. While not in clinical

use, at least 5 agents which directly bind to amyloid

fibrils have been studied in PET: 18F-flutemetamol, 18F-

florbetaben, 11C-PIB, 18F-NaF, 18F-florbetapir.18 These

agents bind directly to amyloid, in distinct contrast to

SPECT tracers which bind to associated microcalcifi-

cations rather than directly to fibrils. These tracers assess

the whole body for amyloid involvement. Direct amy-

loid binding, combined with the proven superior spatial

resolution of PET, provides a precise quantitation of

total amyloid deposition burden. Some PET tracers

assess amyloid as a whole and do not differentiate

between AL and ATTR subtypes. However, 18F-flor-

betaben has displayed promise differentiating AL from

ATTR based on temporal changes in SUV.19 In small

trial, 11C-PIB displayed 100% accuracy in differentiat-

ing AL from ATTR with semi-quantitative assessment,

though use of the compound is limited by a 20-minute

half-life.20 Use of this tracer could obviate the need for

associated testing to rule out AL amyloidosis. Moreover,

early studies demonstrate PET tracers may have the

ability to prognosticate as well as diagnose.21-23 The

primary limitations of PET are that it is less readily

available in non-academic sites, requires expensive

imaging hardware, and has more challenging tracer

acquisition, often requiring on-site cyclotrons. Increased
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cost and radiation dose relative to SPECT are also rea-

sonable concerns, especially as diagnostic workups for

amyloidosis continue to increase worldwide.14

Given these challenges with use of PET as the

primary imaging tool for cardiac amyloidosis assess-

ment, there is strong interest in developing superior

quantitative SPECT techniques. Relative to PET imag-

ing, SPECT must overcome inherently inferior spatial

resolution. Substantial attention has been paid to over-

coming this limitation, including correction algorithms

for attenuation and scattering, resolution recovery, and

cross-calibration to produce results in a quantitative

output in universal units (kBq�ml-1).17 There have also

been efforts to correct for instrumental dead time.17

Instrument dead time occurs when there is incomplete

detection of photons from areas with extremely high

photon emission, which varies from camera to camera

and ultimately alters the relative distributions of radio-

tracer detected in the body.24 These quantitative units

are also standardized for dose, injection time, and vol-

ume of distribution of radiotracer. Once standardized,

they are used to create parametric maps of radiophar-

maceutical distribution and intensity.17 These maps

interlace with CT imaging for further improvement in

localization and attenuation correction. ROIs are then

drawn on structures such as the myocardium, blood

pool, or bone that allow for direct comparison and

quantitation of disease involvement.

Other established SPECT quantitation metrics

include cardiac metabolic volume (CMV) and cardiac

metabolic activity (CMA).17 CMV is a straight-forward

assessment of total myocardial involvement. CMA can

be quantified using algorithms developed in oncology by

identifying voxels above threshold values of activity.

Recently, there has been increased interest in the use of

Total Lesion Glycolysis (TLG), an oncology quantita-

tion technique which multiplies cardiac metabolic

volume by mean cardiac metabolic activity, giving

weight to both volumetric burden and metabolic activity.

These quantitation techniques still need to be further

studied in larger trials to demonstrate reproducibility,

prognostic value, and the ability to monitor disease

progression, judge treatment response, and diagnose in

earlier stages of disease. CMA and CMV have proven

reproducible in high-uptake states, for example, but it is

less clear how they will perform in mildly positive

cases.25,26

In this issue of the Journal, Miller et al. apply these

SPECT quantitation metrics in a novel manner for

application in 99mTc-PYP amyloid imaging. Their aim

was to provide reproducible and accurate quantitation

that provides similar value to PET. In that vein, Miller

et al. examine the use of CPA and CMV (in their paper

referred to as volume of interest, VOI) not only for

diagnostic purposes, but also prognostically. Unsurpris-

ingly, CPA and VOI demonstrate exceptional diagnostic

capabilities, with receiver operating curves of 0.996 and

0.952, respectively. There was excellent interobserver

agreement, which bodes well for more widespread

reproducibility, including potentially at centers with less

volume and expertise in SPECT imaging for ATTR

cardiac amyloidosis. Perhaps more importantly, how-

ever, CPA was also associated with increased risk of

reduced ejection fraction and hospitalization for heart

failure. This correlation with meaningly clinical end-

points is an enormously important step in demonstrating

the prognostic impact of SPECT imaging in ATTR

cardiac amyloidosis.

This study was not without limitations. It was a

single-center study with intermediate population size

(124 patients), though this is not unexpected for this

relatively rare disease. The trial was underpowered to

detect cardiovascular death, a more meaningful end-

point. With respect to acquisition technique, algorithms

to calculate CPA may vary between machines,

decreasing reproducibility. The authors note that they

utilized two different camera systems to acquire data,

using varying acquisition times (12 versus 15 minutes).

There are also inherent inaccuracies in SPECT quanti-

tation of standard uptake values (SUV), due mostly to

partial volume averaging. The authors cleverly addres-

sed this limitation by using radiotracer counts in the

blood pool rather than SUV when performing CPA

calculations.27

The use of non-invasive radionuclide imaging

techniques for the evaluation of ATTR cardiac amyloi-

dosis have been transformative for the field in a short

period of time. With inevitable advancement, radionu-

clide cardiac imaging will move beyond simple

diagnosis and early prognosis and will help guide car-

diac amyloidosis treatment strategies. A reasonable

future scenario could involve radionuclide assessment of

the degree of amyloid deposition which in turn deter-

mines the appropriate medication class and therapy

intensity. Radionuclide imaging is then utilized to

monitor disease progression and response to therapy.

With earlier diagnosis and tailored disease modifying

therapies, ATTR cardiac amyloidosis can be converted

from a lethal condition into a chronic disease. With

improvements in prognosis, the correct patients can be

shepherded towards advanced therapies sooner. Imag-

ing, coupled with burgeoning treatment advances, has

undeniably resulted in a surge in amyloid diagnoses and

research.5 Cardiac amyloidosis has been transformed

from a ‘‘rare disease,’’ traditionally covered in a matter

of minutes during medical education curricula, into a

promising area with great diagnostic and therapeutic

potential. Advances in radionuclide imaging, and
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particularly quantitative techniques, will help lead the

way forward.
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